Stain Out
9 Compares to Oxiclean
9 Bio-degradable
9 Gently brightens and cleans
9 Non-toxic
9 Rinses easily
9 100% active ingredients
9 No fillers or other materials
9 No Harsh Chemicals
9 Contains no chlorine

Stain Out
Stain Out contains the same active ingredient as OxiClean and is driven by simple oxygen activated by tap
water. Removing a stain in and around your business just got easier with Stain Out. Need help removing a
chocolate stain? This new stain removing formulation works in the wash and when used as a pretreater, and is
great at fighting grass, grease, dirt, and chocolate stains. Need to tackle stains outside of the laundry room?
Living up to its name, Stain Out tackles over 100 stains, like chocolate stains, on multiple surfaces like carpet,
upholstery, kitchen and bath surfaces and even works outdoors on gutters, unfinished decks, and patio furniture.
And it’s colorsafe and 100% chlorine-free! Unleash the Oxygen—use Stain Out.
•
•
•
•
•

Removes stains from grass, juice, food messes, blood, chocolate, spaghetti sauce and much, much more!
Stain Out can be a fragrance-free wine stain remover too.
A great alternative to chlorine bleach.
To remove the toughest stains, simply pre-soak with Stain Out Free before you wash.
Also a laundry booster. Add a scoop to every load for extra stain removal power.
For best results, use WARM to HOT water and treat stains while fresh.

Directions:
Presoak: Mix two to three cups granules in five gallons of water. Stir until dissolved.* Soak the soiled linens in
the solution for two to three hours or until clean.
Do not mix more concentrate than can be used within 4 hours. Diluted material must be freshly mixed to be
effective. Keep unmixed granules in original container tightly sealed to maintain quality.
Laundry Booster: Simply add one cup to each load along with the regular detergent to brighten whites and
colored fabrics alike.
Carpets and upholstery: Sprinkle a small amount of the granules on the stain and wet with tap water. Brush in
with a soft brush and allow to soak for as long as possible. Pick up with clean water and a wet/dry vac.
Toilets: Pour one half cup into toilets and allow to soak to clean, brighten, and freshen .
*The use of hot water will greatly accelerate the dissolving and cleaning action. Use hot water whenever
possible.
Warning: May cause eye irritation. Avoid contact with eyes. FIRST AID: In case of contact, immediately flush
with water for at least 15 minutes. Get medical attention if irritation persists. Please refer to the MSDS for
more specific safety information.
Keep this and all similar materials out of the reach of children.

For spill, leak, or Medical Emergency call Infotrac 800-535-5053
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